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About This Game

Iron Knight - the original 2D platformer with elements of survival, which will delight you with its simple gameplay. In this
platformer you have to pass a variety of picturesque levels for a brave knight. Your main task is collecting hats and killing
monsters. After collecting all the hats on the level and defeating all the enemies you can move to the next level. Be careful,

because many obstacles in your way can stop you from passing the level.

 Beautiful, animated graphics.

 Many levels with increasing difficulty.

 Short story.

 Memorable adventure.
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 Simple and intuitive gameplay.
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Title: Iron Knight
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Vyacheslav Shilikhin
Publisher:
Vyacheslav Shilikhin
Release Date: 27 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP\Vista\7\8

Processor: 1.2 Ghz or faster processor

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 1 Ghz or faster processor

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 400 MB available space

Additional Notes: Keyboard and Mouse

English
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This is singlehandedly the worst game i have ever had in my library and a piece of impudence to offer it to the market..

0\/10. Even kids don't like it.. Did you even test certain levels like level 5? Some jumps are literally impossible to make. I've
spent $0,20 on this game, and it was not worth it...

Minus points:
-Bad gameplay
-Impossible levels
-So many bugs

Plus point:
-Nice animations
-Simple platform game which is fun
-The game is cheap AF. >Loads Game
>No Instructions, Seems Legit.
>Level 1, Dies seven times.
>Friends Talking\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665over Discord
>Level 2, determined to get better
>ALT+F4
>Friends still talk\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to this day. Very bad. No music, very poor collision detection. A
platformer where I continuously fell through platforms if not in the exact center. Refunded immediately.

I idled at the menu screen since I had to play at least five minutes to post this review.
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am i the only person who completed the game, you can jump further by doing a 180 in air and jump higher if you hit air. Lmao
who made this :B:

Pros:flex on em lil kids when you beat it

Cons: there are microscopic triangles that do damage
the shrek looking\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665monsters have their spiky dongs out, just look at them.. My disappointment
is immeasurable and my day is ruined

0\/10 best gift i recieved since Pat & Mat (the game)
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